
CAMCIG Conference Call Minutes July 2
nd

, 2012 1:30pm 

Minutes 

Yi-Yen Hayford (recorder) 

  

Present: Armanda Barone (UCB), Wanda Jazayeri (UCI, Chair), Jim Dooley (UCM), Yoko 

Kudo (UCR), Adolfo Tarango (UCSD/SCP), Bea Mallek (UCSF), Laura Krier (CDL), Sara 

Layne (UCLA), Yi-Yen Hayford (UCSC, recorder) 

Absent: Ana DeVore (UCSB), Xiao li Li (UCD) 

 

Agenda: 

 

1. Announcements--welcome new UCR representative Yoko Kudo. 

  

Robin L. Chandler has accepted the position of Associate University Librarian for Collections 

and Library Information Systems in the UC Santa Cruz.  We have completed the interview 

process of the Tech Services Head. 

 

2. ALA update/information sharing: 

 

Discussion of RDA’s impact on authority records and the large number being re-issued.  Noted 

that:  UCSD, UCI, UCB are using Backstage as their authority control vendor and will rely on 

them for distribution and clean-up.  UCSF and UCSC do not use authority vendors and will need 

to handle in house.   

 

3. RDA training plans update: 

 

 Adolfo (SCP & UCSD):  training plan: LC is not planning on providing additional 

training materials for RDA bibliographic records, people should take advantage of what 

is offered at LC’s Catalogers Learning Workshop page 

(http://www.loc.gov/catworkshop/). CONSER is working to establish training similar to 

the bridge training for NACO. Adolfo will be working with Valerie Bross (UCLA) on 

coordinating training for the UC CONSER Funnel.  UCSD already did the NACO 

training, plans to do bibliographic record implementation by Jan. 1, 2013 and is working 

out the training needed to meet the goal.  People already trained on RDA Tool Kit and 

will train on FRBR.   Adolfo suggests other campus to train on FRBR first then follow 

with RDA. 

 Wanda ( UCI) plans to implement RDA March 31, 2013.  Will begin training staff in July 

following LC material. 

 Armanda (UCB) July. 2013. 

 Sara (UCLA) March 31, 2013 RDA implementation. Began monthly meetings on aspects 

of FRBR and RDA last fall. Plan to follow LC and PCC dates for implementing RDA for 

original monographic cataloging and authority work. Are already using RDA for most 

CONSER records. 

 Yi-Yen (UCSC) Undecided until new Head of Tech Services arrives. 

 



3. Melvyl updates (standing topic):  None 

 

4. SCP updates (standing topic-Adolfo Tarango): None 

 

5. Updates on Pots and Lighting Teams participation (standing topic) 

 

POT 5, NGTS Management Team reassessing work of the various POTs, as a result, POT5’s 

work is now limited to: 

 Review of how SCP cataloging priorities  are set and make recommendations. 

 Cataloging pilot with Pot 6 whereby another campus would do e-resources cataloging and 

SCP distribute the records.  

  

6.  HathiTrust holdings data file status updates 

 Most sent except UCSF, Bea said they sent test file only, waiting to hear back. 

 Sara (UCLA and SRLF) sent. 

 Adolfo (UCSD) four files sent via four e-mails. 

 Wanda (UCI) files sent, share with Dropbox, didn’t send deletes. 

 Yi-Yen (UCSC) didn’t send test file or deletes. There were 3 files sent:  Mono, Serial, 

and multi volumes, share with Dropbox 

 

7. SPIP charge--recommendations due 9/14/2012 

  

Reviewed  and discussed SPIP charge from HOTS.  CAMCIG had no additional questions.  

 

CAMCIG appointed a subgroup to draft the charge response composed of campuses currently 

involved and one not yet involved: UCLA, UCSD, UCM (Springer monograph), UCI, and UCR. 

This group will meet soon and look into “the mid-term” by the next CAMCIG meeting on Aug. 

6
th

.  What’s decided on the mid-term will be producing the long-term possibility of which will be 

discussed by Sept. CAMSIG meeting.  Wanda will set up a meeting via Doodle. 

 
8. Other: 

We have the Approved of workspace at UCSF for CAMCIG. 

Next meeting Aug. 6
th

, 2012, 1:30-3:00pm 

  

 


